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We love because He first loved us! 
 

 

 

The message “love yourself” seems to be everywhere in modern culture.  It’s not necessarily a 

wrong message, but it can certainly be a misunderstood one.  After all, we as human beings 

can skew our worth based on society and the standard of the time.  And with that 

measurement, there will always be cause to feel insecure.   

Learning to love 

ourselves is not 

the true solution 

to overcoming 

insecurity. 

Yes, it is important for us to understand how precious we are in 

God’s sight.  Our GOD sees us as valuable, treasured and loved 

children – worth the sacrifice of giving his Son as a substitute so 

that we might be rescued and redeemed!  We should value our 

lives because we are made in the image of God - the crown of 

His creation. His love for us is truly unfathomable.  

So when we make “feeling good about ourselves” a focal point, we take our eyes off Christ 

and become wrapped up in self.  

Scripture tells us that we are not to have confidence in ourselves, but in Christ (Phil 3:3). In 

fact, Paul goes so far as to say that he counts all his personal accomplishments “as rubbish” 

compared to the surpassing greatness of knowing Christ (Phil 3:8).  Jesus plainly says, “He who 

does not take his cross and follow after Me is not worthy of me” (Matt 10:37). 

It may seem hard to believe that self-denial, rather than self-esteem, could actually be the 

solution to our insecurities. But when we let self fade into the background, and become 

consumed with Jesus Christ, our personal insecurities will melt away. We no longer look to our 

own merit, talent, beauty, or uniqueness for confidence. Instead, we learn to find our 
confidence in who we are - through Him who made us. 

Charles Spurgeon said, “If a soul has any beauty, it is because Christ has endowed 

that soul with His own,  for in ourselves we are deformed and defiled! There is no 

beauty in any of us but what our Lord has worked in us." 

We are often led to believe that we all have “beauty within us” and if we can learn to love 

ourselves “just the way we are” we would be confident and happy. But the reality is, as 

Spurgeon so straightforwardly put it, we don’t actually possess any beauty or goodness of our 

own accord (Psalm 14:3, 53:3). Our beauty and merit comes from Jesus Christ. His 

loveliness will only come shining through our lives when self has gotten out of the way.  

Rather than trying to build up our self-esteem, we are to let thoughts of self fade completely 

into the background. Remember that to “deny ourselves” according to the biblical pattern 

literally means to lose sight of ourselves and our own interests. We will only gain lasting 

security when we look away from ourselves and toward Jesus Christ.  

 

The question “who am I?” is not nearly as important as the question, “who is He?” 
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prayer requests 
 Pray for guidance and strength to share and live your faith. 

 Pray for those who are sick, lonley, sad or fearful.  Ask that GOD 
would fill them with the comfort of knowing Jesus loves and 
watches over them. 

 Pray that God would bless your efforts to live for Him daily. 
 

 


